Need help with your unemployment?

Looking for information on unemployment during Covid-19? Find all your answers here!

Our state and federal governments have put in place several unemployment programs to try to help people who have lost jobs and are suffering financially because of Covid-19. But these programs can be confusing and hard to navigate. Click below to answer some simple questions and find out what you should do to get the benefits that are right for you.

Click here

Want to learn more about each unemployment program being offered right now? The fact sheets below will answer your questions about each one.

Ohio's Traditional Unemployment Program

(This is the regular unemployment program offered by the state.)

Special Federal Unemployment for Covid-19

(A temporary program from the federal government for people who don’t qualify for traditional unemployment.)
Special Extension Program

(A temporary program from the federal government for people who use all their unemployment benefits, but still aren’t able to find work because of Covid-19.)
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